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One Sock, Two Socks, Three Socks, Four…
Catch the Sock Knitting Fever with Easy-to-Follow Basic Sock Knitting Instruction.

Getting Started Knitting Socks
Ann Budd
Loveland, Colo.: Socks are one of the most popular projects among experienced
knitters, yet they hold an aura of mystique among beginning knitters. Sure, socks require
techniques not typically used in simple projects such as scarves and hats, but these techniques
are as easy to learn as the basic knit and purl stitches. In fact, if you can knit and purl, you can
knit socks.
Veteran sock knitter Ann Budd shows you just how easy knitting socks can be in GETTING
STARTED KNITTING SOCKS (Interweave Press, August 2007, $18.95). Aimed at the true beginning

sock knitter, each step—from casting on stitches for the leg to working the misunderstood
Kitchener stitch at the toe—is broken down into basic elements and illustrated with clear
photographs and drawings. Along the way knitters will learn the fundamentals of sock knitting, a
variety of ways to achieve similar results, and a host of time-proven tips to ensure success.
In GETTING STARTED KNITTING SOCKS, beginners will find basic instructions for knitting socks
at five different gauges and for five different sizes. Whether they want to knit a pair of delicate
dress socks, a pair of sturdy book socks, or a pair of bulky slipper socks, GETTING STARTED
KNITTING SOCKS has knitters’ feet covered. For those ready to take their sock knitting to the next

level, Budd offers an innovative chapter on adding color and texture. Knitters are offered 16
patterns and dozens of rib, cable, and lace stitches are shown to encourage experimentation.
This interesting section for budding sock designers enables them to mix and match design
elements to customize their socks. Once knitters get the hang of the basics, experimenting on
socks is part of the fun.
Get started knitting socks and join this knitting phenomenon! Online knitting forums
about sock knitting top the popularity charts. From those who have just cast on their first sock to
those who have finished their hundredth pair, people are always talking about sock knitting.

Richly illustrated with over 130 color photographs and peppered with inventive ideas and tips to
inspire, GETTING STARTED KNITTING SOCKS will help knitters elevate their skills to new heights.
What is it about SOCKS?
• A recent poll taken on www.knittersreview.com* reveals15.5% of knitters polled haven’t knit
socks before but want to try.
*This poll can be found online at http://www.knittersreview.com/article_poll.asp?article=/poll/060413_a.asp.

• A quick search online of “sock knitting” will find more than 1 million results! A search on “sock
knitalongs” will garner more than 300,000 results of online knit groups showing off their sock
knitting abilities.
• One web-based group devoted to the subject of sock knitting in Yahoo! Groups currently has
more than 11,000 members.
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